'ORCHARD   SONGS'
and beer consumed on an alehouse bench. The fare
was Spartan, but the talk—on his side at least—was
Attic. Only one fragment remains with me, but it is
a valuable one. 'Every man,1 said Davidson, 'should
make his own anthology, and (pointing to his forehead)
keep it here.'
Norman Gale, another poet of the Nineties—a very
minor one—is by this time, I suppose, completely for-
gotten. I confess I should never have thought of him
had I not happened to pick up the other day a little
book of verses bound in faded Irish linen of a colour
that had once been apple-green, but which time and
exposure and ill-usage had faded to a dingy yellow.
That book was a talisman. I began to turn the pages
and read a line or two here and there. Suddenly, as
at a wave of an enchanter's wand, the mists of Time
rolled back more than thirty years and once again I
was in the little old original Bodley Head in Vigo Street,
helping Mathews and Chapman to stack into piles these
little books as they came in all fresh and green in their
butter-paper wrappers from the van that was unloading
them at the door.
Norman Gale, the author of Orchard Songs^ was
possessed of a pretty gift for turning melodious, flowing
verse of no marked originality. He had already pub-
lished, with David Nutt, a volume which had attracted
some attention. Gale was an assistant master at Rugby,
rather a big, florid man, who wrote discreetly fleshly
poems about pretty milkmaids, and apple-blossom, and
rustic junketings. Hardly anybody, I expect, reads his
rhymes to-day. I dare say a few lines from Orchard
Songs have found their way into some of the anthologies
of the later Victorian poets. If I were compiling such
an anthology, I should be tempted to include these
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